
Distress Line


The U.K. Sunbeam Alpine Owner’s Club are implementing a new service that is only available to 
paid-up members and joint members. It will hopefully encourage those who are nervous about 
travelling long distances in their cars to use them more and will increase the ’Alpine family’ 
concept which makes our club so special.  We are creating an ‘umbrella of protection’ that will 
cover every club member who wishes to be a part of it. It will cost you nothing other than the club 
membership fee that you already pay.  That ‘umbrella of protection’ is called ‘Distress Line’.


It is a sad reality that if you are touring in your Alpine in 2022 and have a problem, the RAC, AA or 
Green Flag are only going to be able to put you on a Relay Truck and take you home. The 
chances of them (or a local garage) having even a common spare part for a 1960’s car is now very 
unlikely. A failed coil, alternator or fuel pump would be something that could be quickly fixed at 
home but when you are on holiday or far from home it has the ability to end your adventure in an 
instant. 


The SAOC are now stepping into this void to introduce a ‘real time’ support system that will 
provide practical assistance to all Alpine owners wherever you break down and show how we can 
all help each other.  Your club is evolving from being a passive organisation to a dynamic entity 
that YOU can be an integral part of.  Committee members including the President and Chairman 
are already signed up and we have been testing Distress Line, it works. Now it is time to offer this 
service to every paid-up member.  This means YOU.


Our membership spans every part of the country, wherever you break down you are unlikely to be 
more than a few miles from another Alpine owner and this new SAOC service will enable you to 
potentially contact them.  ALL of us can be both givers and receivers of help from each other, 
good samaritans to those that need assistance. 


Distress Line membership is entirely voluntary, if you do not wish to take part that is fine, 
your details will only be entered if you specifically ask for them to be added.   

This is how it works:-


If you are a paid up SAOC member or joint member and wish to be a part of Distress Line simply 
ensure that you have WhatsApp downloaded onto your mobile phone. 

Then E-Mail distress@sunbeamalpineowners.club  with your full name, mobile number and SAOC 
membership number (joint members can both use the same membership number). 


You can do this right now. 

You will then be added to the closed WhatsApp group (and potentially you can use the service 
immediately). If you do not currently have a smart mobile phone be aware that you can buy a 
brand new mobile smartphone from Argos (or similar retailers) for £39.99 that you can download 
WhatsApp to. That is not a huge amount of money for the peace of mind that Distress Line offers. 


If at some point in the future you break down by the side of the road you simply post onto the 
WhatsApp “Distress Line” Chat Group the details of where you are and EVERYONE ELSE who is 
part of Distress Line will see it.


For example:  “Bill Bloggs here I am on the A259 just outside of Folkestone in my Series V, 
travelling east, my car has stopped and will not re-start, I think it is an electrical issue. Is there 
anyone local who might be able to help me?”. 

If no-one is nearby or able to help BILL he is no worse off than he would be if he was not 
part of Distress Line.  All Distress Line members from Cornwall to Scotland will see Bill’s 
message, the vast majority of us will be unable to assist but hopefully Bill will get a response such 
as…..


“Bill this is Jim Jones here, I am in Folkestone now, my phone number is 07890 123456 please 
call me’  
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Bill and Jim would then speak directly to each other away from Distress Line.  Other members 
know that support is being given to Bill and they can ignore the message. Jim may have 
knowledge and spares and be able to help fix the car or he may have zero mechanical ability but 
can put Bill in touch with a local garage or other contact that he uses, give him a cup of tea or 
whatever. The level of support is less important than the fact that we are all supporting each other 
as active club members.  If the car is seriously broken and an AA Relay Truck is many hours away, 
the offer of just a simple flask of tea and a sandwich might be very welcome during such a long 
wait. Many of us have shelves full of spares and a wealth of knowledge and if a club member was 
stuck by the side of the road nearby to us we would quite possibly be able to help them get back 
on their way.


Only those who are prepared to offer to help others are able to ask for help through Distress Line 
so please do not e-mail Distress Line and say “I’ve just broken down, can I join Distress Line 
now?”. You need to become part of the Distress Line group before you try to call on it for help.


Distress Line is ONLY for fast time, broken down at the side of the road problems. If you have a 
recurring fault or a niggling problem you should still ask on The Forum or Facebook.


Joining Distress Line does not take the place of you having breakdown cover and you must 
understand that there are no guarantees with this. You may not get a response to a call for help or 
you may get a response but the responder is not able to help you fix the problem or even give you 
much tangible support. It is however a chance at a solution to your problem that without being 
part of Distress Line you would not have.


Ideally we will get a very large take-up of members registering for Distress Line and offering to 
help others who may need it. Until we reach that perfect world where our cars never break down,  
being part of Distress Line and getting that ‘umbrella’ of care, help and support from other club 
members is probably a very good idea.


Make sure that you have WhatsApp downloaded on your mobile phone then:


e-mail distress@sunbeamalpineowners.club  and tell us your:- 


Name:

Mobile Phone Number:

Membership Number:


We will do the rest.


DATA	PROTECTION:		If	you	want	to	be	part	of	Distress	Line:	

• You	will	 only	 be	 added	 to	 the	 Distress	 Line	 if	 YOU	 specifically	 request	 to	 be	 added	 and	 e-mail	 the	
required	details	to	distress@sunbeamalpineowners.club.	

• Any	 data	 relaIng	 to	 YOU	 is	 held	 to	 provide	 a	 support	 service	 to	 YOU	 in	 the	 event	 of	 YOU	having	 a	
breakdown	in	your	vehicle	AND	to	allow	YOU	to	provide	support	to	another	member	who	has	broken	
down.	

• Details	held	will	be	your	name,	phone	number	and	membership	number.	These	three	basic	details	will	
potenIally	 be	 visible	 to	 every	 other	 user	 of	 Distress	 Line.	 Every	member	 of	 Distress	 Line	 has	 been	
registered	 and	 entered	 by	 the	 Admins	who	will	 retain	 a	 further	 spreadsheet	 lisIng	 all	 Distress	 Line	
members.		

• Your	e-mail	address	will	be	visible	to	the	Admins	when	you	are	entered	but	will	NOT	be	visible	to	other	
Distress	Line	members.	
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• This	is	the	minimum	amount	of	data	that	we	can	hold	on	you	to	make	this	support	scheme	work.	It	will	
be	retained	for	periods	of	1	year	at	a	Ime	between	reviews.	

• Your	data	will	not	be	shared	or	used	for	any	other	purpose.	
• If	 your	membership	 lapses	or	 you	 request	 to	 leave	Distress	 Line	 your	data	will	 be	deleted	 from	 the	

group	and	spreadsheet	within	30	days.	
• All	retained	data	will	be	reviewed	annually.	That	which	is	no	longer	required	or	correct	will	be	deleted	

and	no	copies	will	be	retained.	
• 	Misuse	of	Distress	Line	by	any	member	will	not	be	tolerated.	It	has	one	purpose,	to	support	members	

who	are	broken	down	at	the	roadside,	it	must	not	be	used	for	any	other	reason.			
• Misuse	may	lead	to	a	warning,	suspension	or	immediate	removal	from	the	group	as	determined	by	the	

Admins	and	depending	on	the	circumstances.	


